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INTRODUCTION

North Carolina's last place ranking among the fifty states in the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is a
serious indicunent of our educational system. However, last place in the SAT rankings is a statistic that
speaks only to that population of high school students 07%) who took the test and are planning to enter
college. What about the other 43 percent who did not take the SAT? What mem= tells us whether they are
adequately prepared to enter the labor force upon high school graduotion? This mon is directed to a major
component of the "education issue," the relationship of education to workforce preparedness, and economic
development

The "non-college bound" is a segment typically not meastired in the SAT score debate, yet fundamental
to the continued economic growth and prosperity of the state. They are a group of students who have izen
characterized in one nadonal study as the "forgotten half." Whereas the recent SAT rankings provide us
with a performance measure of how well our schoolsare TIreparing students for college entrance, this
study completes the picture by providing a measure of how wefi schooLs prepare the non-college bound
in the basic skills necessary for entrance into the workforce. The study also profiles problems with the
curient labor force and the employers' perspective with regard to future skill requirements.

In order to place the overall findings of this study in perspective, we will begin our report by reviewing
the demographic data on North Carolina from the perspective of workforce preparedness. We will then review
the current literature with respect to the skills that will be required of workers in the near future for success
in a global economy driven by a high technology infrasmicure. We will also explore the reasons behind the
emerging skills gap; specifically, new technology and global competition and their derivatives, participative
management and high skill occupations. We will review U.S. demographic data and the literati= on basic
skills and employability. We will then present the methodology of the study and the results. After prcsenting
our data, we will conclude by addressing the public policy implications of the report for the state.

On a final note, our survey included an open-ended question that allowed employers to offer any
comments they wanted on the quality of Norih Carolina schools. Appendix A provides the reader a sample
of those comments.
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NORTH CAROLINA'S WORKFORCE

It is no mere truism that the ultimate resource of an industrial economy is its people. One of the most disturbing
ways in which the United States has lately fallen behind other nations is in developing and numtring the skills of its
people."

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Made In Mnerica: Regaining the Productive Edge, 1989)

The Old Notth State's workforce has long enjoyed a reputation as having a strceg work ethic. Much of North
Carolina's success in &meting businesa and industry has been predicated on the ability to offer an exceptional business
climate and a willing people. For many years, Nonh Carolina and other sunbelt states have been able to promote the
region economically as a source of cheap labor.

In the past few years, however, serious cracks have appeared in the state's foundation of economic growth. North
Carolina's base of industry was miginally amactea to a low-wage workforce with strong backs and a good work ethic.
Although such industries have contributed to our robust economy, there are now new industries that value other qualities
in a wed:face. Our robust economy is threatened by an inability to meet the demands of a knowledge-intensive
economy that requires our workforce to possess good basic academic skills. Employers now want workers who have
good basic skills in reading, writing, math and science. They also we beginning to define "basics" to include skills that
wen once considered important only for the professional and managerial segment of our society. "Incleasktgly, kilt
such as problem-solving, listening, nevi:Juice and knowing how to learn are being seen as essentials." (Wakplace
Basics: The Skills Employers Want, 198h)

Many North Carolinians do not have the sins required for the changing workplace. Statistics point to the
underlying weakness in North Carolina's labor force:

* On average, North Carolinians have completed 12,3 years of achool, compared with a 12.6 national average.
(Norton, Winner and Banels, 1987)

* In 1986, North Carolina ranked 48th in the percentage of the population 25 years or older with four or more
years of high school (54.8 pement). (North Carolina Center for Rural Economic Development, 1988)

* According to 1987 estimates by the North Carolina Office of Budget and Management, newly 900,000
North Carolinians 25 and older (25 percent) have eight or fewer years of formal schooling. In 1980, more
than 18 percent of all persons 25 and ol&r in tile United States were reported to have completed fewer than
eight years of schooling. (Lin:racy in the 21st Century, P )

* North Carolina ranks 44th of all states in the retention rate of students through high school graduation:
rawly 70 percent of the students who begin high school stay and graduate. (Norton, Winner and Bands,
1987)

* Ova 44 percent of the black members of the workforce have less than 12 years of schooling, compared to
33.5 percent of the white membas of the workforce. (Norton, Winne: and Bang% 1987)

* An estimated 6.7 percent of North Carolina's public high school students (approximately 22,800) dropped
out of school during the 1986-87 school year. (Literacy in the 21st Century, 1988)

These statistics call into question the educational preparation of a large segment of our state's population. They
suggest that many workers may have difficulty in adapting to new skill requirements in an evolving job market that
will increasingly distinguish between skilled and unskilled labor. At one time much of the educational debate was
expressed in the question, "Why can't Johnny read"? The future seems to suggest that for many of the new jobs created
in the 1990's, if Johnny can't read, Johnny can't work! The statistics above point to a growing gap between the skills
needed by employers and the actual skills workers in North Carolina bring to the workplace. Maeover, given the
empirical relationship between low basic skills and welfare dependency, poverty, and a variety of related social
problems, educational preparation must be regarded as a top priority issue for the 90's.
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EMERGING SICILLS GAP

"According to the U.S. Department of Labor projections, by the Year 2000 North Carolina is likely to ex-
perience a severe shortfall of skilled welters. Our economy is expected to create 760,000 new jobs, but
only 550,000 new entrants of prime woridng age are expected to be available from traditional sources to

fill them."

(Repot of the Commission on the Future of the North Carolina Community CollegeSystem, 1989)

The so.called "skills gap' is defined as the difference between the skills employes need and the skills actually
massed by new and experienced waiters. Technological advancements and global conmetitkin are the principal
forces accelerating the demand for skilled labor. Furthermore, there are two otha factors,resulting from new technology
old global competition, that are contributing to the skills spiral and the need for a "smarter" water participative
management and the growth in high skill occupation.

New Ilechnology and Global Competition
Since the Second World War, hum= knowledge has grown at an astonishing pace. The U.S. Commerce

Department reports thiCappeoldmately 90 peteent of all scientific knowledp has been gemmed in the last 30 Yeas."
Ova the next 10 to 15 years, that knowledge is expected to double spin. (Building A Quality Wokforce, 1988)
However, scientific knowledp which leads to technological advancements and new consumer products are no tenger
the exclusive property of any one nation. Telecommunications, satellites, computes, facsimile machines and other
imovalions in communication hive made infatuation instantaneously available worldwide and create new markets
overnight. Consequently, America's economic mpremacy has been saiously eroded. We are no longer an"economic
sovaeignty" isolamd fmm the rest of the world. Technology and the revolution in information has made the world
intadependein and spurned global competition between nations.

New technology is creating both oppornmities and problems in our society. The key to an employer's competitive
edge in today's world market is rapidly becoming dependent upon the skills possessed by his employees and how quickly
those employees can integrate with new technology. According to a recent publication entitled Workplace Baqicv Th

"The company that develops and delivas a product to the marketplace in the least amount of date is able to pass
on the savings of the shorter production cycle. This gives a company the edge in (1) offering a less expensive
product, (2) capturing initial consumer interest in a product, (3) psomoting consumer loyalty, and (4) establishing
a niche in the marketplace thst gives the poduct an advantage over similar products that are likely to follow."

Employees with good basic skills can give an employer the edge in shorter production cycles, and better and
imploved Inducts. In the DOW emerging workplace, employers need workers who have the essentialbasic skills ta
adapt to different tasks (labeled transferable skills) and who have the ability to learn quickly. If employees display
deficiencies in basic skills, an employer will have problems in rapidly adapting to new technologies and processes which
may in turn threaten the employer's competitive posLon.

The U.S. has been slow in adopting advanced technologies and one of the reasons is attributed to the skill
deficiencies of the American workforce. In fact, the penetratioo of foreign exports over the past few years reflects
the water speed with which foreign competitors tend to adopt new technologies and the higher skills of their
weekforee. Ow own economic ingress is dependent qon the speedy adoption of new and advanced technologies in
oder to maintain a competitive edge in the global market However, this strategy for global competitiveness is
predicated upon a well educated and highly skilled workforce.

Participative Management
Manufacturers who want to stay competitive in a global market are finding it necessary to engage in new strategies

that call for more participative management among teams of employees at the point of production. Global demands
are forcing business to change its vay culture. A competitive edge in the international market is becoming increasingly
dependent upon a company's ability to develop and deliver its product quickly while maintaining quality and efficiency.

The changes brought about by the instant availability of technological knowledge and the pressure to get a quality
product quickly to market are causing the old corporate hierarchy to decentralize. Middle management is giving way
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to employee decision-making, and corporate managers aregiving production wakes authority and resources in order
for the company to be more flexible to customer demands. Economic reality requires this new flexibility because profits
and market share are predicated upon a shorter time frame between product conception, production and marketing.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology's recent Commission on Industrial Productivityreported,

"Competitiveness may hinge on the speed at which new concepts are converted into wanufactumble
products and brought to market, on the flexibility with which the firm can shift &ova one product line to
another in response to changing market conditions, or on the time it takes to deliver a product after the cus-
tomer places an order." (Denouzas, Lester and Solow, 1989)

Decentralization at the point of production and service increases the importance of the employee. But the increase
in employee autonomy brings with it 'named tesponsibility ftr efficiency and the quality of the pmduct. This
autonomy demands innovative thinking on the part of the employee in order for him to respond to customer
specificadons and &mends. Innovation also demands that workers look for and capitalize on oppernmides to
incrementally improve the company's products.

Consequently, accosting to the American Society for Training and Development, employer; need employees
who can think on their feet (critical thinking skills to solve problems) and who are able to come up with innovative
solutions (creative thinking). They will need employees who have the abnity to conceptualize(petsonal management),
organize (leadership), verbalize thoughts (oral communications), resolve conflicts (inteipersonal skills), and work in
teams. But the foundation for all these skills requires an employee to have the ability to "know how to learn": to have
the basic skills that will allow the individual to learn new tasks to keep the company competitive. Essentially, employers,
in order to remain competitive, will need employees who have the basic skills to allow them to decentralizeproduction
and service delivery. (Workplace Basics, The Skills Employers Want 1988)

High Skill Occupations

"A number of jobs in the least-skilled job classes will disappear, while high-skilled professions will growrapidly.
Overall, the skill mix of the economy will be moving rapidly upscale, with most new jobs demanding mere
education and higher levels of language, math and reasoning skills."

(Workforce 2000, 1987)

A 1987 publication entitled Wozkforte 2000: Work and Wortcrs for the 21st Centinx projects that new jobs
created in the latter 1980s and into the 1990s will require higher levels of educational attainment. The American Society
for Training and Development estimates that 65 percent of future jobs will demand some education beyond a high
school diploma, while nearly a third will be filled by college graduates. At the same time, only 4 percentof future jobs
will be filled by people with the lowest skill levels. The median years of education required will rise from 12.8 for

current jobs, to 133 by the end of this century.

In North Carolina, projections by the Labor Market Information (LMI) Division of the Employment Secwity
Commission forecast growth in higs-skilled occupations. "Professional and technical occupational groups areprojected
to grow by over 20 percent between 1987 and 2000," while "the ptoduction operating and maintenance occupation
group is forecast to grow by only 4 percent.' (Sampson, 1989) &cording to their projections, the trends are shifting
"the employment structure of the state strongly in the direction of white-collar and service work." (Sampson, 1989)

Furthermore, although manufacturing jobs overall will decline by 3.4 percent, LW is forecasting real growth in
employment in high-tech manufacmring industries such as semiconductors, robots, biotechnology, communications
and information processing. Employment decline in manufacturing is projected to be primarily in two industries that
traditionally have been considered low skilled textiles and apparel.

Although the trend in new jobs is toward higher educational requirements, there is projected to be a very large

number of jobs created in some lower-skilled occupations. Service sector, administrative support and marketing and
sales jobs are expeeted to see the biggest growth in absolute numbela However, even in these jobs, workers will be
expected to "read and understand directions, add and subtract, and be slue to speak and think clearly." (Workforce 2000,
1987) Moreover, even though many of these jobs may not require anything more than a high school diploma, they will
probably require higher skills than they do today. More specifically, "jobs Met ere currently in the middle of the skill
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distribudon will be the least-skilled occupations of the fame, and there will be very few net new jobs for the undoes."
(Workforce 2000, 1987)

Both the projected labor shortage and technological changes will contribute to the obsolescence of many
low-skilled jobs, especially in du service seam Many businesses will turn to summation in order to increase
productivity. What this means in human terms is that opportunities for the functionally illiterate will become
increasingly Slants

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES AND BASIC SKILLS
FOR EMPLOYABILITY

Acceding to the Hudson Institute, there are five demographic changes that will have a profound bearing on the
job market in the coming decade. In order to adequately grasp the magnitude, of the challenges that confront us, an
understanding of these demographic changes is imperative.

1. The population and the workforce will grow more slowly. Whereas population growth during the 1950s
was climbing 1.9 pucent annually, by the year 2000 it will decline to 0.7 pemeat.

2. The pool of young workers entering the workforce will shrink in number. The average age of the
workforce will increase from 36 in 1987 to 39 by the yesr 2000.

3. The number of women entering the wotyorce will increase. Nearly two-thirds of the new entrants into the
workforce by the year 2000 will be women.

4. Minorities will make up a larger portion of new waiters and their sham of the workforce will double. It is
estimated that 29 percent of the future workfolce will be non-white.

5. The largest share of the increase in population will be immigrants. (Workforce 2000, 1987)

Currently, half of the new entrants into the workfome consists of mincrities, women and immigrants. However,
their share of new entrants will increase to five-sixths (83%) by the year 2000. At the same time, new entrants among
white males will decline thematically. The opporumity to mainstream those segments of our population who historically
have been stalled on the lower rung of oF economic ladder are obvious. It is no longer a matter of simple social justice,
howevez, but one of societal self-interest because minorities and the poor hold the key to our fun= economic
perfotmence. This opportunity is not without obstacles. What is most alanning about the coming changes in the make
up of the labor force is that basic skills are lowest, proportionately, among the people upon whom we must depend to
fill vacant jobs.

Bask Skills and Employability

"The employee with a promising future is going to need a wide variety of specialized skills in combination with
a good foundation of knowledge in the basics. The basics are generally defined as the ability to read, write, apply
mathematics and to reason or think. In certain indusuies employers may add the ability to understand basic
scientific principles in amas such as electronics ! chemistry or physics. People with a good foundation in these
basic skills have a lot of appeal for employers: they recognize that such individuals an mete likely to remain
valuable to the company over the long teem.

"Conversely, the employers agree that there will be a grim future for the illiterate. unskilled individual. Literacy
is ineztasingly mandatory, even for those employees at the bottom-most rung of the career laddez."

(North Carolina Department of Conununity Colleges, Summary Report Busin s Conference Series, 1987.)

According to researchers Gordon Berlin and Andrew Sum,

"Achievement (basic skills) determines attainment (number of years of schooling completed), which then
determines employability and earnings, which influences the likelihood of marrying and bearing children within
a two-parent family. Thus, there is a strong relationship between low basic skills and the incidence of welfare
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dependency among yams adults. It is also clear that the higher the test sons in leading, ward knowledge, and

mathematics, the less lfitely it is that a young person will drop out of school prior to graduation.'

Low levels of educadonal attainment and inadequate basic skills are often indicators of future failure, as pointed

out in the William T. Gram Foundation's recent report. Thaaegeueakiagairukr,rollesc.XnutillaAmciica. Acconling

to the report,

"Young people with reading and mathematic scores in the bottom fifth compand to their peers in the top half are

8.8 times more likely to leaveschool without a diploma, 8.6 times mote likely to have a child out of wedlock, 5

times more likely to have been arrested in the leevious year. Mastery of bode skills (and eompletion of high

school) cleaily correlates with success in laws life, even if it does not guarantee success."

Poor basic skills severely limit a meson's earning poteatial. Using statistic:0 data, Berlin and Sum estimated that

each extra year of schooling int:leases the mean annual earnings. The resesechen also point out that the labor market

is increasingly distinguishing between high school graduates and dropouts. Far instance, the gsp in mean pnual

incomes between graduates and dropouts has grown from 31 percent in the early 19603 to 59 permit in the early 1980s.

Today it is more important than eves for workers to be high school ginduates. In one study, Berlin andSum found

that high school dropouts in 1973 earned a mean income of $11,000and weze fee better able to support a family than

in 1984, when the mean annual income for dropouts wit only $6,552. The authors noted that employe's do not have

access to standardized tests and achievement scores and make decisions based on educationalanaimnent which they

see as signifying perseverance. Studies also show that employers reward better skills because they perceive better-

skilled worker's as more productive and capable of learning more quickly dun those workers with fewer skills.

METHODOLOGY

The overall purpose of this study was todetermine North Carolina employers' evaluation of the skills possessed

by graduates of the state's educational institutions. The study was also designed to profile any problems employers had

in finding qualified applicants icepositions. In addition, we sought to acquite baseline data on employers' perceptions

of the skills gap question. Finally, we collected data designed to profile education and training programs provided by

employers.

Sample
Resource considerations and the nature of the research questions we sought to answer determined ow sampling

design. Our decision, which we arrived at after conversations with the Employment Security Commission's Labor

Market Information Division, was based on the fact that North Carolina employers having 250 or mom employees

represented 1,715 sampling elements on ESC's data base. Given that many of our research questions have particulw

relevance to firms of this scale, for example, anticipated large expendituses on newequipment or technology, we elected

to sample all of these employers and then select a random sample of the remaining employers employing less than 250.

ESC did a systematic random selection of every 100th mord with one or moreemployee, but less than 250 employees.

This resuited in a total sample of 3,081 employers. In order to reduce the total sample to the 2,500 for which we

had funding, we deleted from the sample thole employers employing three or less employees. Our fmal sample size

was 2,434 of which 100 were incorrect addresses. Clearly, this sampling design allows for greater precision for that

sueta nepraenting firms with 250 or more employees.

Design of Instrument
The survey inseument was designed after conducting employes consultationsand a systematic literature review.

During the summer of :9 , the Office of Policy and Planning drafted a survey instrument and conducted a dozen

one-on-one consultations with business representatives. In tandem with the survey, the Office of Policy and Planning

also =ducted a series of 18 roundtables acmss the state with business representatives and educators. The rust business

roundtable held in Asheville, North Carolina during November of 1 , gave additional guidance in drafting the final

version of the insuument before its ere-test.

The second part of our design stage included a review of recent research litteuture on the issues surrounding our

study. A number of publications on the subject were very helpful in nroviding insight into the concerns oi employers



regarding the preparation of graduates for the workforce and the skill proficiency of current workers. In the summer
of 19 , we also requested a computer-assisted search from the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
on scientific studies of employer oOnns and argiudes in reference tO job applicants who were recent graduates; the
skills possessed by their current workers; aril their investments in employeeeducation and training programs. Through
their assistance, we were able to locate a number of studies which are listed in the reference section.

After several drafts, the final instrument was structured into four puts. The first part requested employers'
opinion on the educational skills of recent graduates; the second put on employers' Reception of the North Carolina
labor melee the third part on employers' investments in the education and training of their employees; and the fourth
pert asking general informadon.

Pretest oflastrument
Upon completion of OUT final &aft, we randomly selected twenty-five employers for a pretest frern the total

sample selected by ESC and mailed the instnunent to those employers. We received eleven responses and after careful
review and only minor adjustment, we concluded that the survey insmunent was devoid of any serious error and valid
for our purposes.

Data Collection

A mail survey was used to collect the information. The survey was mailed March 6, 1989 and two weeks later
a follow-up postcard was mailed reminding the recipients to return thesurvey instnunent upon completion. We mailed
a second follow-up notice on March 31st.

The mislaid mailing included a form letter, a survey insumment and an addressed, postage-paid envelope for
=pendent convenience. On the carrier envelope we requested that any mail that could not be delivered as addressed
be returned guaranteeing return postage. The purpose in this was to exclude all undeliverable pieces, in total, we had
exactly 100 mailings returned, which reducedour sample to 2,334.

In conversations with the ESC's Labor Mari= InformationDivision, we disowned that roughly 20 Pnr000t oftheir total univeree of over 140,000 employees were addnaraed to accounting firms hired to do the employer's gape:work
and record keeping. Realizing that this might jeopardize OUT response rate, we printed on the outside of the caniee
envelope a notice which instructed: If this survey is received by an accomming firm, please fraward it to the appropriate
person or persons within the company you are representing, for instance, the CEO or the personnel or human resource
manager."

RESPONSE RATE

Survey instruments were received ftom 1,150 employers fara 49 percent response. Instruments were received
from 370 (32.9%) employers with 250 or fewer employees and 753 (67.1%) employers with more than 250 employees.
Cratere were 27 casn which did not indicate number of employees.) Table 1 gives a comparison between the survey
responses and the population statistics for North Carolina employers byemployment according to size. Table 2 shows
a comparison of the survey response by business-type to the actual population statisdcs for North Carolina in the second
quarter of 1988.

Additiomdly, (13.4%) described their business as "High terhnology," (43.9%) said they were "Intermediate
technology," and (38.4) said "Low technology." A total of (4.2%) did not know their level of technological sophistica-
tion. Moreovee, the locations of the respondents ware (23.5%) from rant anus with less than 10,000 population,
(40.5%) from small cities with population between 10,000 and 50,000, and (353%) from urban areas with population
greater than 50,000.
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Size of Firm
0-3
4-249

Total

Table 1

A Comparison Of Survey Responses To
The *Atonal Population Percentages By Employment

According to Size

Survey % Actual %
.0 4.2

32.9 60.4
67.1 35.4

100.0 100.0

* Source: EM10,411CUBIld..lbscan.lionh.Carglina..1217, Employment Security Commission of North
Carolina, Labor Market Information Division.

Note: The Survey pen entages arc based on 1,123 valid cases. There were 27 missing cases.

Table 2

A Comparison Of Survey Responses By Type Of Business
With The *Actual Population Percentages Of Employment

For Each Major Industry Division

Lr.ollitusia1.1essurve % Aatial %
Manufacturing 39.4 34.9

10.2 27.2
18.0 19.1

Wholesale/Retail
Service
Consumuction 4.6
Transportatice, Communication & Utilities 4.6
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 4.3
Other** 18.9

Total 100.0

6.7
5.7
5.1
1.3

100.0

* Source: Employment and Wages in North Carolina, Second Quarter 19 , Employment Security Commis-
sion of North Carolina, Labor Market Information Division.

** The category "other" for both the. suivey and the actual statistics given by the Employment Security
Commission for the second quarter 1988, includes the statistic for the agriculture, forestry, fishing and
mining category. Among the stuvey responsm, 1.9 percent marked this category on the survey.

RESULTS

Skill Levels of Norib Carolina High School Graduates

Table 3 presents the perception of the adequacy of the skills of applicants for entry level jobs that require a high
school diploma. These data are presented with the skills arrayed dawn the side of the table and the percent (%)
inadequate, uncertain, and adequate responses corresponding to that skill, actoss the top. Note, the percentages total
100% across the row. Starting with reading, we can see that only (53.9%) of business and indusuy respondents report
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that the applicants for jobs in their fums that have a high %hoot degive have adequate reading skills. Moreever, (14%)
are uneenain and (32.1%) report the reading skills of high school graduates as inadequate.

It is imponant to note, however, thm this is the only skill of the five that was reported as adequate by a simple
majority of the business and industry respondents. In the case of writing, a majority (51.8%) of business and industry
respondents report that the writing skills of their applicants are imukquate. In the case of math skills, (48.2%) of business
and industry repreaentatives believe that the math skills of North Caiolina high school graduates are inadequate. The
thinking skills of high school graduates for entry level positions, which were operationally defined in terms of the ability
to solve work related problems, are considered inadequate by (40.0%) of business and industry respondents. Finally,
tie mejority (51.2%) of business and industry respondents report that the communication skills a Noah Cluuliva high
school graduates ate inadequate.

Table 3

Business And Industry
Perception Of Applicants For Entry Level Jobs

Requiring A High School Diploma*

SUP* Inadequate % Uncertain % Adequate % Total
Reading 32.1 14.0 53.9 leCtz,i,

Writing 51.8 17.6 30.6 len
Math 48.2 28.1 23.7 10(4
Thinking (e.g.,

problem-solving)
40.0 30.8 29.2 100%

Communicadon (e.g.,
speaking-listening)

51.2 15.5 333 100%

N = (824)

* Sou= North Carolina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** Tie exact question wording was: Reflecting upon the applicants you rt for entry-level jobs that require
a high school diploma, please indicate the extent to which these applicauts have adequate reading, math,
writing, communication, and critical thinking skills.

Any evaluation of these data is subject to a certain amount of interpretation. However, one point seems clear,
this is not a good report card for the North Carolina secondary eduestion system. From the perspective of business and
industry throughout the state the "Wits level" of catty level job applicants possessing a high school degree is regarded
generally as low by business and industry. In fact, on average only about (30.0%) of the state's business and industry
leaders believe that the writing, math, thinking and communication skills are adequate. The remainder are eithez
uncertain cr by significam proportions deem these skills as inadequate. Moreover, this respondent group, business and
industry represemadves ranging from curs to personnel directors, are in a unique position to make this panicular type
of evalnation.

How do perceptions change, if at all, when one looks at the high school graduates overall preparation for the
workforce? Table 4 presents the results of the evaluation of business and industry leaders to the question of satisfection
with the North Carolina high schools regarding the preparation of students for the wolkforce. Table 4 presents the
results for the entire sample of employees who require high school diplomas (828), as well as a breakdown for this same
group by the size of the firm ranging from less than 100, 101 to 250. and water than 250 Imployees. It is clear that the
ma}ctrity (52.7%) of respondents disagree with the statement that overall they are tidied with the preparation of high
school students fcr the workforce.
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Table 4
Business And Industry Perception
Of North Carolina High Schools

Pr eparation Of Students For The Workforce By Firm Size*

Overall
mtisfied Entire
with NC Sample
Liiib Schools**

100 or
Less
Employees

101 to Greater
250 than
Employees 250

Agree 29.0 28.7 28.4 29.0

Uncertain 18.3 24.6 20.9 163

Disagree 52.7 46.7 50.7 54.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(828) (167) (67) (579)

Chi - 6.81016. s df 4
* Source: North Carolina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** The exact question wording was: Overall, I am satisfied with the North Carolina high schools regarding

the preparation of students far the workfome.

Note: Sample sizes differ due tc missing values.

This dissatisfaction is the largest category with (18.3%) reponing that they were unsure and a minority of (29.0%)

mponing that they woe satisfied with North Carolina's schools in terms of preparing high school graduates for the
workforce. An examination of this same question across the categories of firm size shows that this trend is essentially

true across categories. For example (46.7%) of those employers who employ less than 100 employees disagree with

the statement that they are satisfied with the preparation of students for the workforce. The comparable figure for firms
in the 100 to 250 empluyee ra.ge is (50.7%) and for finns employing over250 people the figure is (54.7%). These
differences between categories are not, however, statistically significant.

-=1.1.1=4.011111MIMA

Table 5

Business And Industry Perception
Of Student Preparedness By

Educational LeveP

Overall I am
satisfied with
tlxs preparadon High Community

of Students for Schools Colleges Universities

the workforce** % % %

Agree 29.0 72.4 84.1

Uncertain 18.3 15.8 10.1

Disagree 52.7 11.8 5.8

Towl 100,0 100.0 100.0

lie_ =1.....182;11C702l___ CLIO

* Source: North Carolina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** The exact question wording for all three of the above categories was: Overall, 1 am satisfied with the

(North Carolina high schools, community colleges, universities and colleges) regarding the preparation

of students for the workfome.

Table 5 presents the degree of satisfaction with preparation for thework force by educational level. This table
demonstrates a very clear differentiation in the minds of business and industry leaders with respect to their assessment
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ol the pteducts of the various levels of education within the North Cam line system. Clearly, there is genetally wide
spread and consistent agreement (84.1%) dut the average college and univetsity graduate is papered kr the workforce,
by whatever operational expression of that term the tespondent imposes. Moreover, oily (5.8%) of the respcmdents
disagnm with this statement. In the case of graduates of community colleges, (72.4%) of business and industry leaders
agree that the graduates of the system are prepared for the workforce. Conversely, only (11.8%) disagree with this
statement.

One way to stnmnarize these data is to note that these is a downward sloping degree of satisfaction with the
preparation of students for the wokfcce that ranges from very high levels of satisfaction with Not Carolina university
graduates, moderately high levels of satisfaction with the graduates of its conunimity college system, and markedly low
levels of satisfaction with high school graduates. Moreover, while the ovendl level of preparation was uniquely defined
by each business and industry person responding to the questionnaire, one point is clear, whatever their definition, a
clear differentiation exists in their minds with respect to "student I:operation* and that diffnentiation was related to
the level of students' education.

Problems Finding Qualified Applicants

The next question to which we turned was business and industry's reposing of problems in fmding qualified
applicants for entry level positions. Table 6 shows the same data presentation format m the pervious table with the
entire sample presented first and then that same group broken down by firm size. Note as well, that the numbu of
respondents for this question is higher (Na1120) than on the previous tables because this question was put to all
employers and not just to those who hired high school graduates. Of the business and industry respondents sampled
(11.3%) always have trouble finding qualified sppliants. (43.1%) frequendy, (40.4%) sometimes, and only (5.1%)
never.

Table 6

Basins And industry Reporting Of
Problems Finding Qualified

Applicants For Entry Level Positions By Finn Sim*

How Often
problems arise
finding qualified

Entire
Sample

100 or
leas

emPloYees

101 to
250

employees

Greater
than
250

Always 11.3 13.7 7.6 11.0
Frequently 43.1 40.4 37.6 44.8
Sometimes 40.4 37.4 50.5 40.2
Never 5.2 8.5 4.3 4.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(1120) (270) (93) (743)

(Chi Square= 15.10104; df 6)

* Source: North Carolina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** The exact question wording was: How often does your company encounter problems finding qualified
applicants for entry level positions? (always, frequently, sometimes, never).

Note: Sample sizes differ due to missing values.

Moreover, there in statistically significant differences between the groups when one looks at firms size as a
control variable. In other words, while a significant proportion of the entire sample report always ce frequently having
problems finding qualified applicants, this problem is related to finn size. Note, if you combine the categories always
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and frequently for those firms employing over 250 employees (10.9% and 44.8% respectively) you arrive at a figure of

(55.7%) of large scale employers reporting problems in finding qualified employees.

Business and industry leaders were also asked to provide a percentage estimate of how many qualifiedapplicants

for entry-level positions they found as a percent of those who apply. In other words, if they found 10 qualified applicants

out of each 100 interviewed the resulting patent qualified would be 10%. alba (Nig1052) respondents to this question

the mem was (28.84%). In other words, on average respondents report finding approximately 28 out of every 100

applicants qualified. Or, conversely, 72 out of every 100 =qualified. It la important to remember that the responses

of business leaders to this question form a distribution, and, that while the mean reflects a central point on that

distribution, these was valiance in the responses. The standard deviation for this questioo was (SDIg22.77). More

specifically, (27.7%) of the sample reported finding 10 or less qualified applicants per 100 interviewed.

On a related dimension the respondents were asked to estimate the percentage thu best described the numberof

current employees that had inadequata basic skills to meet the expectations of employee productivity. They were asked

to place this figure in the same context as before, that is, they wens instnicted to report it as a percent. The average fee

this distribution was (70.33%). The standard deviation was (SDE23.66%). In °the:words, business and industry leaden

on average report that 20 of every 100 workers they currently employ have inadequate basic skills. Clearly, since this

is a distribution some repon higher and some lower figures than this.

The Widening Skills Gap
Table 7 presents the results of our investigation ofbusiness and industry's perception of a widening skills gap in

the future. Using the same data presentation format as the previous two tables, we see that a very significant nutioritY

(69.4%) of all employers see the skills gap as widening. The question format defined "skills gap" as the diffuence

between what the employers' need and what the employee presents when they apply for a job. The question was placed

in the context of the major factor outlined in the literature as being msponable for this future skills gap, the pace of

technological development. Again, we see statistically significantdifferences related to firm size. Specifically, (72.6%)

of firms employing over 250 employees report that they see this skills gap as getting maw, (65.9%) of those employers

having between 101 and 250 employees report they expect the skills gap to iocrease and (61.3%) of those employers

employing 100 or leas employees anticipate a widening of the skills gap.

Table 7

Business And Industry Perception
Of A Widening Skills Gap Between

Employers Needs And Workers Skills By Firm Size*

100 or 101 to Greater

Skills Entire less 250 than

Gap Sample Employees Employees 250

Widenin

Agree 69.4 613 65.9 72.6

Uncertain 19.9 27.1 20.9 17.2

Disagree 10.7 11.6 13.2 10.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

N= (1045) (225) (91) (719)

* Source: North Carolina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** The exact question wording was: Due to the pace of technological development, these is a widening

Wits gap between employes' needs and the skills obtained by workers who apply for their jobs.

Considering the qualifications of most of your applicants, do you agree, are you uncertain, or do you

disagree with this statement?

Note: Sample sizes differ due to missing values.
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Business
Minimum

For Entry Level

Table 9

And Industry Reporting Of
Training/Education Qualifications

Jobs Today And In The Year 2000*

R uiremmus** Toda 2000

None 31.8 10.4

HO School Degree or Equivalent 52.7 40.1

Some Postsecondary Education 5.7 21.7

Two-Year Associate Degzee 2.9 7.2

Four-Year College Degree 5.6 6.7

Graduate Degree .6 1.3

Don't Know .7 12.6

Total 100.0 100.0

N= 1087 108

a The North Cato lina Business and Industry Survey 1989.

** The exact question wording was: What are the minimum training and educational requirements fornnost

entry-level positions in your firm? What will be the minimum training and educational requirements

for most enrry-level posidons in this location by the year 2000?

Fmally, Table 9 presents data on present and future skill requirements. Employe's were asked two separate

questions regarding their current educational requirements and whetherthose requirements would change by the year

2000. Nonh Carolina employers responding report an anticipated drop from (31.8% to 10.4%) in the number of entry

level jobs that require no formal education. The high school degree requirement is also anticipated to drop (frau 52.7

to 40.1%) between now and the year 2000. The categories "some postsecondary education" and "two-year associate

degree" were where employeis projected significant increases. Employers reported nearly a (300%) incluse in the

number of jobs requiring some postsecondary education and over double the jobs that will require a two-yearassociate

degree. The categories "four-year college degree" and "graduate degree" showed smaller increases.

Conclusions
A central theme in the research on the relationship between workforce preparedness and economic prosperity is

tlm importance of "human capital" in the funny economic equation. The economic mincle that is Japan, cannot be

explained on the basis of superior natural resotutes or inherent comparative advantaga. Indeed, many of the studies

focused on Japanese "quality control," point to a vay skilled and motivated wodtforce working in conjunction with

management as the explenation for high quality products. The Japanese and all other industrial nations in Europe and

elsewhere now compete in a global, predominantly information age economy. Technological change in this information

age economy occurs at a very fast pace with the time between product conception and marketing, becoming shorter.

The ability of a workforce to change and adapt to new situations by creatively applying their skills to a constantly

changing se: of demands is an important component of economic success in the future.

The public policy relevance of these new economic realities is clear. North Carolina's fun_ne, as well as that of

the nation, will hinge in important ways upon all students in the educational system; however, much of our economic

fun= will depend upon the forgotten half of our student population. These will be the °human capital" upon whom

we base a major portion of our economic hopes. But even if we aro successful in refonning elementary and secondary

education, public school reform only solves a small pan of the immediate problem with otir workforce. David Osborne

in his recent book, LabsualCritualtantsmaca, poignantly describes our dilemma when he says,

"Vittually all of those who would make up our workforce for the next 15 years are out of school. We have been

busy rescuing the Titanic when 85 percent of its passengers have already jumped ship."

Projections range anywhere from 75 to 90 % of the cturent labor force working by the end of this century, yet

many of these workers are functionally illiterate by today's standards. What's more, many more workers, who may be

considered marginally literate, may fmd themselves considered functionally illiterate in the not so distant futute.
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Relying exclusively on reform of the educational system will not solve our workforce problems. Consequently, state
policy makers are faced with a set of twin challenges one that is long-term (public education) and the other shon-term
(functionally illitemte adults).

This survey was one of two methodologicaldevices designed to tackle this problem. In addition to the quantitative
approach reflected in the data presented in this report, a series of statewide rounthables wart conducted that brought
together business and education leadets, throughout the szte. Thew roundtables reflected a more qualitative approach,
one in which people were brought together and allowed to go into depth about the education issue. Both of these studies
reinforced each other. Stated simply, there is a broad reaching consensus that there are scrious problems in North
Camlina's elementary and secondary school education and anted for greater attentionto the problems of adult illiteracy.
Clearly, these problems must be addressed if the state is going to maintain its economic competitive edge.

The issues that we have raisedare easier to identify than solve. However, there are a number of obvious starting
points. Both this study and the stawwide roundtables point to the need for business and industry to get involved with
public education. Mom imponantly pettaps, they also show a critical need to address the problems of functional
illiteracy among our current labor force in which business and indusuy will have to play a significant role. There are
examples of business and education cooperation, however, they am too few and far between. Moreover, educators andpolicy =kw need to deal with a variety of issues in response to our twin challenges. Some of these ate:

* How do we define workforce preparedness? What klltt determine employability? What will people have
to know in order to be pzepared for the changing economy?

* Is vocational edocation in the high schools in need of total restructuring? Are there other educational
experiences that would offer alternatives to teaching basic skills?

* How can our educational institutions work together to better prepare young people for employment in the
workforce?

* What can we do to improve the employability skills of our citizens and which of our citizens need special
help to gain those skills?

* How can we improve government services in adult education and job training to meet the needs of a
changing economy?

* How do we make our education, employment and training systems performancebased in order that we can
rationally determine how efficient and effective we are in delivering these services?

* Do= the private sector adequately invest in the education and training of their employees?
* How can we encourage adults to invest in their own education and training?

* What cin we do to relieve critical sbatises in skilled labor?
These issues need our immediate attention. State policy =ken need to developstrategies with respect to life-long

learning: a continuum of education and trainingservices that begin in early childhood andcontinue throughout an adults'
working life. Moreover, addressing workfoine preparedness issues and negotiating solutionswill require the participa-
tion of edumas, business people, and government leaders. One thing seems clear, however, the time to begin is now.

b
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APPENDIX A

The sinvey concluded with an open-ended question giving each respondent an opportunity to make any general
comments about the quality of the graduates of the North Carolina public educational system regarding their preparation
for participation in the labor force. A total of 458 (nearly 40%) out of 1,150 employers chose to give their thoughts.
The comments were content analyzed by the authors and the following me a sample of those comments on a variety of
dimensions. Each comment gives the type of firm cbecked by the respondent as well as the ntunber of workers employed
by that employer.

If we do not support the teachinft psofessicm with money and then evaluate them on their results, we in N .C. are
going to lose big time. As a fotmer teacher, I am embarrassed in the quality of applicants with a high school
degree that I have to interview as compared to applicants from other states. Our current high school students
have vesy low math and written skills for practical every day use."

Manufacturer employing 700 wolkers

I don't find so much wmng with the schools. My greatest anguish comes from a lack of desire on the part of
students to excel andior to accomplish anything. It seems that they would like to be able to naive education
either in an easily microwavable package that's ready in very little time or better yet, a powdered education that
is completed by just adding water, stir and bake for a few weeks. (They) don't let anything as mundane as studying
and achieving get in the way of having a good time and all that goes with it."

Wholesaler or Retailer employing 5 wed=

"Our company doem't require a high school diploma or equivalent fcs most of our entzy level positions. (We do
prefer the applicants have their diploma.) Being able to read, write and do math is important in these entry level
positions. As far as the applicants we speak to about positions here art concerned, most have these basic skills.
Cenainly enough to 'get by.' The question I feel I must ask - is 'getting by' enough kr North Carolina?"

Manufacturer employing 450 workers

"We do not require a high school diploma for entry jobs although we prefer they have it or the equis.talent. The
mason we don't require the actual diploma is because we have discovered that it is no guarantee of reading cc
math skills. Many high school graduates that apply for jobs have trouble filling out the application."

Manufacturer employing 460 workers

"Hig,h school systems need help fast. We lose candidates for upper management positions because parents don't
want to put their children in the N.C. ochool system."

"We must set higher expectations for students and teachers. Give teachers a role in impeoving the system. Make
it intellectually challenging. Don't leave it to just the administrators."

Manufacturer employing 4000 workers

"Given the magnificent human resources available to North Carolina. any reasonable individual would have to
conclude that the low level of development of those resources comes close to incompetency and malfeasance.
N.C. is at a cross roads and must make some hard decisions. It can continue to talk about education and training,
or it can make the decisions and investments to do something. 'Me future will literally be determined by the
choice."

Finance, Accounting, Real Estate, Banking
employing 850 workers

"Educators must become aware of what the buii. less world needs from education for our nation to stay competitive
in a global market. Educators seem to be saying 'I know,' but do nothing to understand what is needed. (There
is) too mtch 'sticking their head in the sand' when it comes to actually putting together a pattnership between
education and business. (The) 'We know what is needed' and 'we really don't need your help' attimde still
prevails (among) educators. Also, parents must understand and be a part of the educational revolution!"

Sesvice employing 18 workers
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"They are in need of =re vocational education. Many cannot do simple math calculations or read at the 6th
grade level. We feel that guidance counselors are not encouraging highschool students (not going on to college)
to enroll in vocational schools. Apparently the throst is four yeam of college and ignore the commtmity college
for technical training."

Manufacturer employing 780 workers

°We have found many students lacking in their ability to communicate through speaking and writing skills, basic
math skills, and positive attitudes and work ethics. This is applicableto not only high school level applicants but
also some four year college graduates from cenain state-supported instiunions. When remedial reading, math,
and other programs are heavily attended and necessary in some of our colleges, this should and a clear message
as to the success of some of ow canent programs."

Service employing 300 workas

"The major problem we face is not in current graduates but in people 20 to 40 years old without a high school
education. The munber of applicants we get withouta diploma or ORD is greater than we would expect. With
the - -4 in machine design in ow business now, we are finding it increasingly harder to find people who
have the to work oo those new machines. We currently try to hire high school graduates wheneverpossible
over a non-graduate."

Msnufacturer employing 1050 workers

"I feel that the North Carolim public educational system is not as good as in the northern states. I am constantly
amazed at hew little high school students and graduates know. They should be able to read, spell and write
mamas with correct glimmer. Their knowledge of history and geography Is also very limited. I hope that
colleges will not lower their entrance standards in order to compensate for thee y prepared high school
pativates. It is a shame that corporations have to educate their employees in - education because it is the
school system's raponsthility. I worry about the future of our country as I feel the young people are not capable
of taking over the roles of their &den."

Adult Day Care employing 10 workers

"If the quality of the products produced by my business was equal to the quality of the product being generated
by secondary education; we would be losing customersce going out ofbusiness. Graduates are largely unprepared
for the wakfarce. They do not understand the free enterprise system, economics, nor business; and are ill
prepared in terms of math, science (technology) and communications skills."

Manufacturer employing 500 workers

"I sense a lot of uncertainty in the minds of employers in regard to the qualifications of epplicants in the funny.
'Now is the time for all pod men to come to the aid of theircountry,' is a common phrase in a typing class. We
need 'good men' to come to oar rescue as employers in assuring us that prepared applicants will be available to
fill our job vacancies in the fume. Unless immediate and profound changes are made to enhance the public
eduestional system, I think the new typing phrase will be 'I can remember a time when there were good men
available to come to the aid of our country.'"

Health, Hospitals and Related employing
515 workers

"There seems to be too much emphasis put toward the student who plans to go on to higher education and not
enough on those who do not. Not all students who de not wish to go on are "duds" or dropouts. Many would
make good entry level employee& Mom emphasis should be put back into the school system on the basics.
Vocational classes and technical classes are great but without the basics they are wonhless. All students should
have a level of competency in the 3 R's at the end of the 8th grade. Any who do not pass should be given special
help in the weak areas and only be allowed to Fogress to :1,4. wet level upon passing."

Manufacturer employing 1600 workers.

"As a parent and as someone with some experience working with both graduates and students still in school, I
would say many are leaving high school grossly unprepared to enter either the workforce or a school of higher
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learning! The fault lies not in high school, but in elementaxy school, where so many are failing to learn basic
reading and writing skills. Stodents seem to be learning 'in spite of,"not 'because or what is taught in school."

Construction employing 3 workers

"Spelling, writing and math skills are below standard. Sentence structure and punotuation are a disgrace. I scan
about 1500 applications a year and feel confident that I see a good cross-section of the community. I feel the
high schools lack the ability to teach basic sidlb: we must concenuate on educating children so they may he
productive and informed citizens IthaaLcollege. College costs are rising beyond the reach of average people.
Backz.basigar

Health, Hospitals and Related employing
1050 workers

"It is my perception that the majority of new graduates now entering the labor market have marginal basic skills
at best, no work ethic, and take no pride in their performance. These graduates take little or no responsibility for
their performance on the job and enter the workfome with the opinion that the world owes them something for
nothing. They am difficult to motivate, find no challenge sad have little initiative. If basic skills and attitudes
do not both markedly increase, I see a very dismal future for both the employees and employers."

Halal, Hospitals and Related employing
308 workers

"It is my opinion that many of our high school students ae not being prepared fa the warkfcate. I feel that many
students do not have the basics such as math and reading skills:

"It is my point of view that it is our responsibiliv to mare our kids to raise families, to be good workers, role
models in the community and family planners. Since many kids dm, out of school in the 9th and 10th grades, I
feel that we need to be teaching these kids in the 6th and 7th grade skills such as family planning, balancing a
family budget, how to apply for jobs, and how to keep jobs. And most important, how to vote."

Manufacturer employing 2000 workers

"Most high school grads are poorly equipped to enter today's job market in any positions other than unskilled
positions. High schools (administators, teachers, etc.) must realize that many if not most students need vocational
and technical training. We spend hours, time and dollars testing kids and then we allow them to drift through
school without being trained."

"If we don't address this issue all skilled labor will be perfonned off shore or we will have to import people to
do this work:

Manufacturer employing 600 workers

"In recent years (5-10 yeses) the quality of job applicants has detexiorated significantly. This is noticeable on
two hunts, both the quality of skills and in the desire of spplicants to perform quality wort Fewer applicants
present basic reading, mathematical and thinking skills to the point our company must re-direct those materials
and instructions to a lowa level of capability."

"Additionally, it has become more difficult to find applicants who ate willing to work, i.e., scheduled hours, pay
scale, etc. Attitudes have changed toward what an applicant perceives a company `owes' to them. The volatile
workforce at entry-level positioas has little or no sense of loyalty to company product or customer."

Service employing 2500 workers

"I am dismayed at the poor educational level of some of the high school graduates. A high school graduate who
cannot correctly perform simple multiplication, mad a ruler, Of punctuate a sentence is of no use to our company
- and we have applications evay week from high school graduates who misspell the name of the high school
from which they graduated! As an employer, I am upset as a parent, I am upset. This situation MUST improve
or we will continue to have the polarization of the haves and have-nots, and America will cominue its downhill
slide."

Manufacturer employing 340 workers



"Although we do get a few good candidates, these seems to be an awful lot who have minimal cc below skills in
reading comprehension, writing and math skills."

"There is a high number who are not career motivated, seeking only a day-to-day existence, Also, a very high
number (are) without the faintest grasp of how the free enterprise system works or its importance to our economy.
Them is a real lack of work ethic, i.e., giving forth a honest day's work for a honest day's pay."

"To sum up, our educational system is not doing a very good job in preparing young people for the thing they
will be doing for the majority of their lives - woridng!"

Manufacturer employing 400 workers

"Having moved from Ohio in the past year, I have been very disappointed in the quality of the education system
in North Carolina. This cesinion is based on the education for my own children and my employees. I do realize
past of the probkm is a result of a lack of support by the parents. I am told that OVer 50% of the parents of the

students at (Deleted) High School are not high school graduates?

It is my opinion that North Carolina will lose industry in the future unless it can supply a well educated
workforce."

Manufacturer employing 250 workers

I'm pezticularly impressed with the caliber of community college graduates in N.0 Your community college
system is one old* best in the South in my opinko. The variety of course work offaed, as well as the vocational
training offered, are outstanding. We have benefited greatly from our association with placement counseling
offices at 52 differest post-secondaq schools in N.C."

Service employing 5,0(X) workers

"Prior to the last decade, high school graduates were usually over qualified for bank-entry level positions. Our
recent experience has been that high school graduates do not have the maturity needed to perform customer
service work in the financial indusuy. This is the result of accelerating demands within the industry and lower
standards of education. Technical *Al& e.g., computers, word processing and analysis, should be required
subjects. Future forerasting and goal objectives should be required subjects. Mom discipline is needed to develop

dedication and motivation"

Finance, Accounting, Real Estate, Banking
employing 80 workers

"Basic reading, writing, math and comprehension skills are very pax Many applicants have difficulty
completing an application properly."

"Many high school grads we interview and/ir hire those days lack a very lay gait - the work ethic. Many
individuais rally de not ward to work and be Inductive employees. They have poor attendance, poor quality,
resist supervision and authority. The rest of this problem isprobably the home, but the schools should do more

to teach and encourage good work habits."

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing employ-
ing 380 workezs

"I think that our high schools are doing a good job training thosepeople who are going to higher education. But,

they are not doing the job we need with vocational education. In (Deleted) County wheze I live, our schools do

not have adequate funding for the vocational education equipment they need. We need in some way tofocus on

these students who are going to work after high school with tar same degree of urgency as we do the more
academically inclined."

Manufacturer employing 350 workers

"My personal opinion is that more emphasis needs to be placed onreading, reasoning and thinking skills in our
high schools. Although we are not a high-tech industry, we still experience problems with induction employees
who have a difficult time reading an order sheet which affects the shipment of orders. We have a great state
which should be supported by industry and citizens joining together to provide the necessary funds to enable our
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high schools to instruct students using the latest technology, rather than technology that is obsolete by 10 to 15
years. bdustry now has to re-train high school studems on current technology due to the deficiencies in our high
schools."

Manufacturer employing 500 workers

"In completing this survey, especially the must portions, I had difficulty restraining from giving you my definition
of *adequate.' I defmed adequate as hatelystuing minimy accePtahle. However, We Beldam hire candidates
with adeggag skills: our quality-of-service standards normally require far mare than 'adequate' skills if the skill
is used more than (10%) of the time."

"The major lacking we find in applicants is 'demonstrated ability': pan of this is because high school or
teehlraining does gm give reasonable assurance of abilities. Our comments herein reflect adjustments we have
had to make years ago. (The next major lacking is in 'demonstrated work records.'r

Municipal Government employing 520
%miters

"kfigh school graduates who apply for manufacturing jobs are lacldng in basic skills required to perform their
jobs satisfactorily, i.e., reading, writing and basic math. As we adapt more modern manufacturing techniques,
training and educational requirements increase in relative proportion. Basic computer knowledge will be an entry
level requirement in our industry by 1995."

,3
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